Choose your own starter
Apostrophes:
To show a letter has been left out. Write the sentences out in full.
I’ll be there in a minute > I will be there in a minute.

Common Misspellings: Fill the gap with the correct spelling.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Despite years of practising, the pupil still............. (does/dose) not spell very
well.
In the cinema, the audience were very........... (quiet/quite) as they waited for
the film to start.
We learn at a young age to be ........... (carful/careful) as we cross the road.
The woman dresses smartly because she had to give a .............
(speech/speech) in front of a big crowd.
There....... . (were/where) twenty cats on the roof.
The naughty lad jumped ........(off/of) the top of the tower.
There’s not.......(alot/ a lot) he can’t do.
She was very .......(exited/excited) as tomorrow was her birthday.

Verbs: Complete these sentences with the verbs to
form each list.
We.....to go to the cinema but Johnny ......... he wanted
to go bowling.
Linda...........gone with you if you ..... told her sooner.
The boy ..... already ...... to cross the road as she .....
round the corner
If you had ……………..us, then we ......... would have
revised harder.
was

starting

insisted

had

encouraged

wanted

would have

drove

Plurals: Write a sentence with the plural of each word.
(‘Plural’ means more than one)
woman
half
celebrity
wife
child
bus
penny
tomato
monkey
witch
goose
radio

She’s gone to the seaside.
There’s a man knocking on the door.
Can you guess where I’ve been?
You’re not going to like this.
Don’t do that!
To show something belongs to someone.
The hump of the camel. The camel’s hump.
The title of the story.
The father of the bride.
The coat of the boy.

Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelled
differently and have different meanings.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do you ..... what time you’ll arrive? (know/no)
What will you ......to the party? (where/wear)
I don’t think I’ll be ...... to go. (allowed/aloud)
I need to .... a letter. (write/right)
They let us use.....house for the party.
(they’re/there/their)
6. Can you ....the church bells? (here/hear)
7. I don’t know ..... this is correct. (whether/weather)
8. It’s usually noisy in here but today it’s....(quiet/quite )

Capital letters: use at the start of
sentences, for proper nouns.
Use capital letters correctly for:
3 teachers’ names.
3 places to visit.
3 languages
3 book titles
3 months of the year.
Write a sentence where you
include an example of 3 proper
nouns

Modal verbs: Could, would and should.
PRESENT: I should go PAST: I should have gone. NOTE: the word ‘of’ must not be used.
With that much money, she .......... .......... bought a new car.
He ...... ....... spoken at the meeting if he hadn’t lost his voice.
You really ...... ..... given back the things you borrowed.
You ............ ......... been late if you didn’t catch the bus.

